
 

 

1) Operations Internship ( ONLY FOR CYC STUDENTS) 
 
₹25,000 a month 
 

 

2) Product Management Internship 
 
OFFICE: Digite Infotech Private Limited - Bengaluru, Karnataka 

 
₹20,000 a month 
 
FOR APPLY: https://internshala.com/internship/detail/product-management-

internship-in-bangalore-mumbai-at-digite-infotech-private-limited1617950339 

 
About the company: 

Digite is a leader in the field of AI-driven lean-agile products. Our 
products are used by the best and brightest in the world. From Amazon 
and Optum to Infosys, CTS, Wipro, HCL Tech - they all use Digite 
products for delivering products and services, globally, Digite products 
are used to deliver projects over $30B in value. Digit was founded in 
2002 by respected Silicon Valley-based Indo-American entrepreneurs. 
Today, it boasts a strong and experienced leader with a young and 
energetic team. Digite is based in the USA and India. Even though we 
are a young organization, we are at the leading edge of this fast-
emerging market. Our vision, ambition, and dream are to be amongst 
the top 3 worldwide! Digite follows a Lean-Agile development approach 
based on Scrumban. We have a fully integrated DevOps pipeline that 
enables our CI/CD infrastructure. We continue to implement best of 
breed practices and contribute to the community by sharing our own 
experience. 

About the internship/job: 

Selected intern's day-to-day responsibilities include: 1. Assist the 
product owners in defining the roadmap 2. Prepare product 
specifications for new releases using BDD prescribed guidance 3. Work 
with engineering on a daily basis to discuss and monitor the 



development 4. Perform user acceptance test for every product release 
5. Conduct product release webinars for internal and external users 6. 
Handle a set of customers and handle customer-specific enhancements 
in the product 7. Handle the preparation of product demo and 
accompanying the sales team for product demos 

Who can apply: 

Only those students or fresher’s can apply who: 

 are available for full time (in-office) internship 
 have relevant skills and interests 
 can start the internship between 9th Apr'21 and 14th May'21 
 are available for duration of 6 months 
 have already graduated or are currently in any year of study 
 are from Bangalore, Mumbai and neighboring cities 
 Females willing to start/restart their career may also apply 

Number of internships/jobs available: 3 

Categories: Computer Science, MBA, Product, Engineering 

 

3) Senior Talent Acquisition Specialist 

 
OFFICE: Silverline India - Bengaluru, Karnataka 
Fresher 
 
FOR APPLY: 
https://boards.greenhouse.io/slicareers/jobs/2972643?gh_src=dd48b8e31us 

 
Silverline employees are passionate about what they do. We are a 
diverse group of cloud technology professionals with the same goal: to 
make our clients' lives easier through technology and we have a good 
time while we are at it! 

As a Salesforce Platinum Cloud Alliance Partner, Silverline combines 
Strategic Advisory, technical implementation, and ongoing Managed 
Services to enable organizations to achieve maximum value with the 
Salesforce platform. Silverline is the #1 Company to Work for among 
small and medium size companies in this year's annual Glassdoor 
Employees' Choice Awards, a list of the Best Places to Work in 2018. 
Come be a part of our team! 



An exciting opportunity for a seasoned recruiter to lead our India 
recruitment activities and strategies. You will be working closely with our 
India HR Head and recruiters globally to secure top talent in the 
assigned region or geography. 

 
 
This position will manage end to end recruitment and forge strong 

partnerships for various levels in the organization to support hiring 
across different levels including fresher, experienced technical 
professionals, support staff, and management roles. You will be 
responsible for managing accurate and concise records and reports 
concerning all phases of the recruitment process, including campus and 
university recruitment, and diversity hiring. 

 
 
Your Role and Responsibilities 

 Enhances multiple recruitment related relationships with hiring 
managers/team leads, internal and external candidates, vendors, 
campuses and other external sources in conducting recruiting 
activities. 

 Partners and assists with the global talent acquisition group to 
create and implement comprehensive, innovative, cost-effective 
recruiting plans and processes. 

 Develops and maintains accurate, comprehensive research and 
competitive intelligence as it relates to SIVERLINE CRM talent 
needs and sharing the knowledge with the broader talent sourcing 
team & HR teams. 

 Identifies core competencies and technical competencies that 
drive success, conduct behavioural interviews using behavioural-
based competency talent selection methods, as well as the PI 

 Develop end to end recruitment strategies and set expectations 
around processes and timelines 

 Has a deep understanding of technical and staff positions. 
 Establishes strategic partnerships with managers and department 

leaders to understand position needs and act as an on-going 
candidate relationship manager. 

 Provides value-added recruiting related advice to influence talent 
decisions for managers and department leaders. 



 Manages mid-to-large scale global projects and initiatives within 
Global Talent Acquisition (University recruitment, marketing, 
compliance, diversity, etc.) 

 Partners with cross-disciplinary teams to develop companywide 
hiring plans that includes volume, skills sets and geography. 

 Selects, interviews and recommends candidate pools to hiring 
managers - based on measurable agreed upon service level 
agreement. 

 Prepares, negotiates and extends offers to candidates. 
 Ensures all candidate data is entered in the recruitment system in 

accordance to the policy. 
 Provides accurate and timely information to staff regarding 

personnel policies and HR services, programs, and activities 
related to recruitment (posting guidelines, referral program, interim 
guidelines, etc.) 

 
 
We expect you to have: 

 Bachelor's degree or equivalent required. 
 5-8 years of related TA Partner experience in a Technical 

Corporate environment required. 
 Excellent knowledge of full lifecycle recruiting components 

including, but not limited to talent sourcing, assessing, scheduling, 
applicant tracking, closing offer processes and relationship 
management. 

 Ability to manage Recruitment Vendor Relations to create effective 
supporting ecosystem. 

 Ability to launch and sustain talent pipelining programs through 
capturing key sourcing intelligence, effectively converting passive 
candidates and utilizing diverse sourcing channels. 

 Exposure to Campus recruitment by engaging with different 
Technical/Finishing Schools. 

 Ability to use e-recruitment and web technologies to support Talent 
Selection including, but not limited to applicant tracking systems, 
CRM technologies, social and digital media. 

 

4) Web Development Internship 

 
OFFICE: Exora Labs - Bengaluru, Karnataka 



 
₹20,000 - ₹25,000 a month 
 
FOR APPLY: https://internshala.com/internship/detail/web-development-

internship-in-bangalore-at-exora-labs1617901397 

 
About the company: 

Exora Labs is a fast-growing ed-tech company. Learning is pivotal for a 
student's success in academics and life. The digital age is deeply 
shaping the way students learn and will also determine their future 
prospects. 

About the internship/job: 

Selected intern's day-to-day responsibilities include: 1. Creating 
platforms from scratch (front-end & back-end) 2. Using ReactJS for front-
end development 3. Using Node.js for back-end development with 
MongoDB for database 4. Building extensible APIs 5. Deploying code on 
cloud platforms like AWS & Google Cloud 

Who can apply: 

Only those students or fresher’s can apply who: 

 are available for full time (in-office) internship 
 have relevant skills and interests 
 can start the internship between 9th Apr'21 and 14th May'21 
 are available for duration of 3 months 
 have already graduated or are currently in any year of study 
 Females willing to start/restart their career may also apply 

Other requirements: 

Solid knowledge of responsive web design 

Number of internships/jobs available: 1 

Categories: Web Development, Computer Science, Engineering 

 

 

5) Python Developer with Linux 



 
OFFICE: Digitera Technologies - Bengaluru, Karnataka 
 
₹2,00,000 - ₹4,00,000 a year - Full-time, Fresher - Temporarily remote 
 
Urgently hiring 
Job Description 

Site Reliability Engineer 

Introduction 

Digitera Technologies is a digital technology company based in 
Bangalore, India with vast experience in developing solutions for the 
enterprises using latest digital technologies. 

Digitera is setting up APAC time zone Site Reliability Engineering team 
(SRE team) for a leading creator of the world’s most widely-used real-
time 3D (RT3D) development platform, providing content creators 
around the world with the tools they need to build rich, interactive 2D, 
3D, VR and AR experiences. In fact, apps made with our client reach 2.7 
billion devices worldwide and were installed more than 24 billion times in 
the last 12 months. 

The global engineering team keeps at the forefront of technology and — 

working alongside partners like Magic Leap, Google, Facebook, Oculus 
and Microsoft — ensures optimized support for the latest technology and 
platforms. Our Client is powering the real-time revolution, expanding 
beyond games and breaking into other industries including automotive, 
film, architecture, engineering, construction and more. 

Job Description – Site Reliability Engineer & Lead 

The world’s leading game engine is looking for brilliant engineers for our 
Site Reliability Engineering organization. Customers don’t like service 
disruptions, and neither do we. Our mission is to manage production 
incidents...with technology. We build automation to measure, detect, and 
prevent production issues. When needed, we use experience and 
communication to work with other teams to resolve issues manually, and 
then make sure it doesn’t happen again! 

There are SRE teams in three regions to offer 24x7 support - EMEA, 
Asia and Americas. We cover 8 hour shifts across 5 days a week, which 
includes coverage over the weekend and holidays. 



Responsibilities 

 Incident management and RCA reviews 
 Develop SRE related automation and tooling 
 Work with development teams to enable them to achieve high level 

of service resiliency 
 Participate in defining Site Reliability policy, process, technology 

and best practices 
 Advocate for infrastructure improvements and best practices 

across the organization 
 Develop services for automatically detecting and eliminating 

service disruption 
 Debug and troubleshoot production systems 

Requirements 

 Deep knowledge of infrastructure core components: Linux, 
storage, system and/or networking 

 Proficiency with modern languages like Golang and Python 

 Knowledge of infrastructure-as-code tools (eg: Terraform) 
 Experience with cloud environments, Google Cloud GCP) ideally 
 Experience with container technology, specifically Docker and 

Kubernetes 
 Experience with Linux and standard tooling (Bash, Git, etc) 

 Experience debugging and troubleshooting systems* 
 Strong verbal and written communication skills* 

As Site Reliability Engineers we believe strongly in the following 
and require the candidates to have same mind-set: 

 Our customers demand healthy services 
 Everything should be measurable 
 Everything should be automated 
 Alerts must be actionable 
 Processes must be sensible, valuable, & repeatable 
 Don’t reinvent the wheel 

Job Types: Full-time, Contract 

** Python Developers with Linux background is desirable **** 

Resume to be sent via indeed or whatsapp message on +91-99000 
83952 for details. 



Contract length: 12 months 

Application Deadline: 15/4/2021 

Expected Start Date: 15/4/2021 

Job Types: Full-time, Internship, Fresher 

Salary: ₹200,000.00 - ₹400,000.00 per year 

Benefits: 

 Flexible schedule 
 Life insurance 
 Paid sick time 
 Paid time off 
 Work from home 

Schedule: 

 Day shift 
 Monday to Friday 
 Morning shift 
 Weekends 

Supplemental Pay: 

 Performance bonus 

COVID-19 considerations: 
Work from home based on Client needs and keeping Employee Safety 

in mind 

Education: 

 Bachelor's (Preferred) 

Experience: 

 Python: 1 year (Required) 
 Linux: 1 year (Required) 

COVID-19 Precaution(s): 

 Remote interview process 
 Social distancing guidelines in place 



 Virtual meetings 
 Sanitising, disinfecting, or cleaning procedures in place 

Speak with the employer 

+91 9900083952 

 

6) Junior Software Engineer 

 
OFFICE: Eze Castle Integration - Bengaluru, Karnataka 
 
FOR APPLY: https://recruiting.ultipro.com/EZE1000EZECI/JobBoard/97cf9268-

5a5a-480b-b7b6-5ed694da88c5/OpportunityDetail?opportunityId=857b35d8-bd0f-
4ae8-805a-99fbec8ea097 
 
Role: Junior Software Engineer (Fresher) 

Qualification: BE/ B Tech/ BCA/ MCA/M Tech 

Experience: 

 0 to 1 year of work experience 

 Problem-solving skills 
 Up-to-date knowledge of technologies 
 Good organizational and time management skills 
 Knowledge of one or more programming languages relevant to the 

role 
 Knowledge of .NET/ Python / Java / DB 
 Familiarity with SQL Server 
 Required experience with database management systems 
 An ability to work to deadlines 
 A good eye for detail 
 Willing to work in Bangalore 
 Willing to learn new tools and techniques 
 Comfortable working on rotational shift 

 

7) Junior Software Engineer 

 
OFFICE: ECI - India - Bengaluru, Karnataka 
 



Role: Junior Software Engineer (Fresher) 

Qualification: BE/ B Tech/ BCA/ MCA/M Tech 

Experience: 

 0 to 1 year of work experience 

 Problem-solving skills 
 Up-to-date knowledge of technologies 
 Good organizational and time management skills 
 Knowledge of one or more programming languages relevant to the 

role 
 Knowledge of .NET/ Python / Java / DB 
 Familiarity with SQL Server 
 Required experience with database management systems 
 An ability to work to deadlines 
 A good eye for detail 
 Willing to work in Bangalore 
 Willing to learn new tools and techniques 
 Comfortable working on rotational shift 

 

8) Python Development Internship 

 
OFFICE: PiChain Innovations Private Limited - Bengaluru, Karnataka 
 
₹15,000 a month 
 
FOR APPLY: https://internshala.com/internship/detail/python-development-

internship-in-bangalore-at-pichain-innovations-private-limited1617960674 

 
About the company: 

PiChain comes with deep domain human expertise in business risk that 
has been translated into machine automation and real-time provenance 
using deep-tech creating a nearly risk-free business environment for all 
businesses. PiChain team consists of 2 founders who have decade-plus 
experience in building, executing, selling, and exiting from startups. The 
PiChain team has a rich advisory team that comes with deep expertise 
in industry, domain, and research. The founding team is made up of 
technology experts in AI, Blockchain, UI, and UX. For the medium and 
large businesses, PiChain's offering PiPassport is the only 



comprehensive 'dCube' platform that best manages a credible partner in 
a domain-driven manner. 

About the internship/job: 

Selected intern's day-to-day responsibilities include: 1. Writing effective 
and scalable code in Python/Flask 2. Developing back-end components 
to improve responsiveness and overall performance 3. Building REST 
APIs in the current codebase 4. Adding new features and improving the 

functionality of existing systems 5. Coordinating with internal teams to 
understand user requirements and provide technical solutions 

Who can apply: 

Only those students or fresher’s can apply who: 

 are available for full time (in-office) internship 
 have relevant skills and interests 
 can start the internship between 9th Apr'21 and 14th May'21 
 are available for duration of 6 months 
 have already graduated or are currently in any year of study 
 Females willing to start/restart their career may also apply 

Number of internships/jobs available: 4 

Categories: Python/Django, Software Development, Web Development, 
Computer Science, Engineering 

 

 

 

 

 

9) Social Media Marketing part time job/internship at 
Hyderabad 

 
OFFICE: Jotjoy Products Private Limited - Hyderabad, Telangana 
Part-time – Remote 
 



FOR APPLY: https://internshala.com/internship/detail/social-media-marketing-

part-time-job-internship-at-hyderabad-in-jotjoy-products-private-limited1617843724 

 
About the company: 

Jotjoy Products Private Limited is a journal/diary designing and 
manufacturing company. Based in Hyderabad, India, we are working on 
designing creative products out of paper to bring back the disappearing 
art of handwriting and handwritten emotions. 

About the internship/job: 

Selected intern's day-to-day responsibilities include: 1. Working on real-
time projects using Google Analytics and social media to model 
marketing strategies 2. Handling digital marketing with the help of 
Facebook, Google AdWords, Amazon Seller campaign manager, and 
Flipkart campaign manager 3. Handling social media accounts like 
Facebook & Instagram, and marketing using Instagram and Facebook 
advertising 

Who can apply: 

Only those students or fresher’s can apply who: 

 are available for the part time job/internship (it may be part time in-
office or part time at home/work from home online) 

 have relevant skills and interests 
 can start the part time job/internship between 8th Apr'21 and 13th 

May'21 
 are available for duration of 3 months 
 have already graduated or are currently in any year of study 
 Females willing to start/restart their career may also apply 

Number of internships/jobs available: 2 

Categories: Social Media Marketing, Digital Marketing, Media, MBA 

 

10) Digital Marketing Internship 

 
OFFICE: Macreats - Hyderabad, Telangana 
 
₹7,000 a month 
 



FOR APPLY: https://internshala.com/internship/detail/digital-marketing-
internship-in-hyderabad-at-macreats1617887410 
 
About the company: 

Macreats is a textile design studio manufacturing fabrics and sarees. We 
a block printing and tie-dye studio, where we make hand block printed 
sarees and fabrics. 

About the internship/job: 

Selected intern's day-to-day responsibilities include: 1. Create brand 
awareness and come up with interesting projects to boost sales 2. 
Implement new ideas and create content for digital marketing 

Who can apply: 

Only those students or fresher’s can apply who: 

 are available for full time (in-office) internship 
 have relevant skills and interests 
 can start the internship between 9th Apr'21 and 14th May'21 
 are available for duration of 2 months 
 have already graduated or are currently in any year of study 
 are from Hyderabad and neighboring cities 
 Females willing to start/restart their career may also apply 

Other requirements: 

Should be interested in fashion Should be comfortable with photography 

Number of internships/jobs available: 1 

Categories: Digital Marketing, Media, MBA 

 

 

 


